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1. Lawyers’ Interpersonal Communication

1. Lawyers’
Interpersonal
Communication
Communication is the key. Communication is an interpersonal skill that
involves cooperating and collaborating with others. In all types of
professions we need to cooperate with others to perform better and
create more value.

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted

5%

the true importance of communication.

3% 5%

7%

20%

As the 2020 State of Remote Work
Report highlights, professionals are

10%

primarily struggling with collaboration
and communication while working
remotely.

12%
20%
18%

"Struggles of Remote Work from 2020 Report"
20% Collaboration and
communication
20% Loneliness
18% Not being able to unplug
12% Distractions at home
10% Being in a different timezone
than teammates
7% Staying motivated
5% Taking vacation time
3% Finding reliable WiFi
5% Other

By buffer.com
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Key takeaways on how COVID-19
changed the way we communicate
While working remotely, audio communication and some aspects of
video communication eliminate crucial elements of non-verbal
expression. While working in person, masks prevent us from picking
up on important facial cues.
The deaf and hard of hearing community is especially affected due
to the way masks muffle voices and inhibit lip-reading.
Experts agree we must be willing to adapt to this new normal of
remote work and masks, meaning we must be more intentional with
our tone and language choices.
Lawyers are in a unique position to help individuals, groups, and
organizations with their legal problems and to contribute to public good.
To do so, they need to know how to communicate effectively and
develop continuously in this sphere.

Lawyers’ Skills
Communication Skills
Take legal concepts and ideas and explain
them clearly, no matter the medium or the
audience.

Legal Matter Management
Take a case from interview throught
resolution, researching and gathering facts,
planning a trategy and advising your client
the entire way.
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Margaret Haagan, author of Law By Design, developed an innovative way
to conduct collaboration with clients:
1

2

3

4

5

Encounters
Legal Rules

Comprehends
What the
Rules Are

Understands
The Rules in
the Context of
Her Situation

See How the
Rules could
Help Her or
Harm Her

Decides how
to Behave Visa-Vis the
Rules in Her
Best Interest

Our User

Ideal Legal Communication Design Flow

“Legal design mindset is about building our
communication skills beyond text & speech.
As we practice visualizing and prototyping,
we can become better communicators.
Building our toolset beyond just how we
write and how we speak, we can find new
ways to engage and direct our audiences
with visuals, with interactive media, and
with narratives. Design helps us to present
information in clearer schematics, and also
in more engaging stories.”
Margaret Haagan


Director of the Legal Design Lab, Stanford Law School

Typically, the language lawyers use is highly specific and difficult to
understand for a non-lawyer, and sometimes even for lawyers’

colleagues. However, the general public needs to be able to understand
their rights and know the rules that they must follow. That is why there
have been so many changes related to innovation in communication
within the legal system.
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For example, there is a new trend on moving from plain legal language to
legal design approaches to communication with clients. This will not only
help lawyers to speak in a simpler language, but also communicate
better with both clients and other legal professionals.
Plain Language

Legal Design

How do we write legal text so that it
is more comprehensible?

How do we communicate legal
information so that it is more usable
and engaging?

What words do we use? How do we
compose sentences?

How do we use graphics to
communicate better? Interactive
expiriences? Technology channels?

Are we speaking in the right tone
and style to resonate with our target
users?

Are we creating full communication
expiriences to engage our target
users?

Due to the pandemic, communication both between legal team members
and with clients has changed. With the move to remote work, there is
now more need for you as a lawyer or legal team lead to be an
experienced communicator. It is not only a matter of technology, but also
understanding the value of constructive and productive remote dialogue.
Establishing trust in an interaction gives the client confidence that their
lawyer understands their goals and challenges, and technology only
helps to achieve this goal in online communication.

Effective communication in remote work
involves the intelligent application of
approaches and technology to 

the functions of the practitioner.”

“

usan Andrews


S

Founder and Principal at Andrews Dispute Resolution
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Technology has made this transformation to work and communication
possible, largely by increasing the number of ways that employees can
communicate and collaborate remotely. However, with any advances in
communications technology, attorneys should consider how they may
affect the application of the attorney-client privilege and the attorney
work-product doctrine. 


In this chapter, we will talk about the basics of effective communication,
what skills are important to develop, and what tools could help you
improve your communication abilities.

1.1. Effective communication in
remote work
Communication is a complex activity that requires consideration of both
the purpose and the context of interaction. As Susan Andrews explains,
intelligent application of approaches and technology integrates
efficiency, effectiveness and ethics enabling your colleagues and clients
to feel safe and trust communicating in remote environments. It is trust
that we want to emphasize, because it is difficult to build when we do
not interact effectively.

Trust = Trustworthiness + Competence
Trust has two components, trustworthiness and competence and we
need both in order to be trusted by others. Trustworthiness is displayed
in the character one portrays in remote communication, while
competence is in one’s ability to use the technology proficiently.

07
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Andrews further explains, "The selection and transparency of, and the
comfort, competency and confidence in, the approaches and technology
being used by the practitioner with their clients require informed consent
by the clients. This is achieved through communication, disclosure,
preparation, technical support (whether direct by the practitioner or
indirect by the third party technology being used), and agreement. Also,
flexibility and alternatives are important in supporting these objectives,
since technology can be disrupted".
To ensure full trust of the client in their communication with their lawyer,
the following should be established and agreed upon:
Privacy and security provided by the communication approach and
technology providers;
How and why the communication approach and technology are
being used;
The practitioner’s policy on recording communications;
ocument management and record retention;

D

hat constitutes a valid signature to an agreement, such as esignatures;
W

The practitioner’s disclaimer that it is impossible to guarantee that
information shared remotely cannot be compromised.
Andrews also emphasized that practitioners must be able to both
identify and resolve any conflicts of interest concerning the parties
involved and create an atmosphere in their use of approaches and
technology which does not create the perception of conflict of interest. 


These information exchange and disclosure steps enable clients to feel
safe and trust in remote communication.

Establishing communication is one of the
most important tasks of team leaders
08
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If you are a leader of a legal team, the effectiveness of both
communication and, therefore, teamwork, directly depends on you.
Keeping previously mentioned aspects in mind, here are a few leadership
tips on how to improve the effectiveness of remote team
communications:
1. Build trust by being vulnerable and encouraging mutual respect.
It is important to have a safe environment allowing all parties to be
truthful about their work and personal well being. You need to be
able to understand others’ situations and perspectives and
encourage others to do the same.
2. Create an environment where people are comfortable being
themselves. Use ice-breakers in web meetings or hold informal
online get-togethers to build relationships and rapport.
Establishing informal relationships with colleagues will help build
trust and friendliness while working remotely. By doing so, there
will be better differentiation between someone's work and the
person themselves.
3. Make team meetings productive and with maximum involvement.
“Almost 34% of meeting time is considered unproductive 

by participants. Imagine how that number can change when
meetings are even more difficult in remote situations.”
World Economic Forum

You need to respect others' time and make meetings as short as
possible. Decide on agenda beforehand, encourage the entire
team to be responsible to contribute to discussion and decisionmaking. As a leader, check in with team members who are not
participating, and find ways to make it safe for them to contribute.
4. Do not blame colleagues for mistakes, stimulate curiosity
instead. Innovations could not appear where there is no place for
mistakes. Encourage risk-taking and experimentation, and
promote a higher tolerance for noncritical mistakes. When
something does not go as expected, fight the urge to blame.
Instead, ask: Why is this happening now? What can we do to fix
this and prevent it from happening in the future? Be aware of how
you treat people and their ideas. Turn mistakes into learning
opportunities or lessons.
09
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5. Implement regular check-ups and well-being calls. Keep the
team informed on organizational and external changes that affect
team members. Actively use one-on-one meetings for well-being
check-ins, feedback, and coaching. There are many issues that
can be discussed with your colleagues to ensure their well-being.
6. Realize that not all meetings need to be the same. Design your
meeting to its purpose. A project check-in meeting might only
need to run 15 minutes. While an all-hands meeting to
communicate firmwide strategic decisions might be primarily oneway communication, a team meeting to brainstorm ideas might
require more time, discussion, and different technology. Do not
hold meetings for things that can best be done by email or text.
7. Focus on providing clear expectations for each person on the
team. Have a conversation with your team regarding protocols for
online meetings, collaboration, reporting, and other structures.
Consider writing a “team charter” that everyone agrees to, and
revisit those commitments periodically.
8. Connect team activity to the strategic direction. During remote
work, it is harder to understand that what you are doing is
providing a beneficial outcome for the client. Illustrate how
individual and team efforts contributed to a positive result for the
client. Incorporate the voice of the client, community, or firm
leadership in your reporting so that your team members can
connect to their work outcome.
9. Choose tools to facilitate communication. Transform your team
member and client experience of communication remotely by
understanding how they prefer to communicate. For instance,
some may prefer messaging, such as email, while others may
prefer audio, such as phone, and still others may prefer video,
such as Zoom. Choose tools for communication which are
appropriate for achieving your goals. We will speak more on this
topic in the next section of the chapter.

10
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10.

Be human-centered. Remember, members of your team and your
clients are human, so it is important for them to get personalized
connections for feeling understood. Everyone in your team is an
individual and is not experiencing the crisis and remote work the
same way. Some are torn between parenting and work duties.
Some are going through personal hardships that they do not wish
to disclose. Some are experiencing bias. Be sensitive to factors
that affect people’s ability to contribute to the team and work with
them to find ways they can make significant contributions while
recognizing their individual situation.

believe we each bring something
different to the table and can benefit from
each other's input, regardless of the length
of experience or type of training.”
“I

aura Frederick


L

Commercial Contracts Attorney, Founder of the How to Contract

Effective communication will provide value in your workplace:

11

1. Less misunderstanding

2. Healthy workplace culture

Clarify how each employee contributes to

Developers good working relationships with

achieving company goals without overlooking

employees though fair communication so they

important information

trust managment

3. Non-threatening environment

4. Solve conflicts easily

Tap into employee opinions as they share their

An easy way to address issues behind any

thoughts, feelings, and ideas conveniently

conflict and turn it into something creative
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5. Team spirit

6. Increases self-esteem

Promote the desire to work towards a common
goal for a smooth work enironment

People will feel better about them socially to
know their message is delivered as expected

7. Clear direction

8. Stronger teamwork

Employee will know exactly what is expected
from each of them and what steps need to be
taken

Builds rapport and trust as the team will work
well thought good communication

9. Higher employee job statisfaction

10. Business success

Leads to fulfilled employees who not only
deliver their best but also stick around for long

Business gains insights through reduced
turnover rates

By proofhub.com

1.2. Advice for lawyers to improve
communication skills
Communication skills are crucial for successful lawyers in the ‘new
normal’ and you need to continuously develop them to remain at the top
of your profession. Here, we have gathered the skills you need to

develop to become a great communicator and tips on how to
approaching developing them.

12
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Essential Communication Skills
1. Listening
2. Friendliness
3. Open-mindness
4. Feedback
5. Confidence
6. Non-verbal communication

“You need to communicate well with your
clients, staff, partners, associates, other
lawyers, and vendors. Improving your
communication skills will let you express
yourself with more confidence; 

more confidence will help you attract 

more clients and influence your peers 

and referral sources.”
Irene Leonard

Lawyer Coach

Mastering communication will lead your practice to become more
enjoyable. If you are communicating well with people they will trust you
and your work. In the end, you will find working with your clients easier
and enjoy cooperating with them. Your practice will also be more
profitable, because clients will be more likely to continue to work with
you. While there are many effective communication skills, we have
highlighted the seven key skills to develop.

13
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1. Be Your Authentic Self. It is important to be holistic in the way you
represent yourself to others. Do not create an online self and an
offline self, just be your true self in your online presence. People
appreciate the sincerity and openness that is lacking in the age of
digital communication.
2. Practice Active Listening. One of the biggest steps to becoming a
good communicator is becoming a good listener. Practicing active
listening helps to build mutual trust as the person you are listening
to feels that you are seeking to understand them. Active listening
also helps to avoid miscommunications, as you are genuinely more
likely to correctly understand what the other person is saying. You
can easily incorporate active listening into your conversations with
colleagues and clients. One simple step is to always wait to clarify
what someone means until they have finished speaking. If you
jump in straight away to ask questions or clarify, this can be
interpreted as rude, or that you are trying to put forward your own
ideas before listening to others. If you need to ask clarifying
questions, ask politely once the other person is finished speaking.
3. Be Persuasive. The words you use when you communicate with
others play a huge role in how others perceive you and interpret
your message. Do you often find yourself using words such as
"maybe", or "I guess so"? Start using definitive language like "yes",
"no", or "I will do that". This is called leadership language. By
incorporating leadership language in your communications your
message will become even more powerful and persuasive.
4. Know Your Audience. Formal legal language is not accessible to
everyone. If you use an overly formal or archaic language when
talking to clients there is a risk that your core message will get
lost. Instead, use plain English and avoid legalese as much as
possible.
5. Be Aware of Your Body Language. Did you know that folding your
arms in front of your body can indicate that you are feeling
defensive? Or fiddling with a pen might indicate to others that you
are bored or uncomfortable? Even when you are in an online
meeting, you need to be aware of how your body language
communicates your message through your posture, facial
expressions, or eye-contact.
14
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6. Be Clear and Concise. Have you ever talked to someone that
rambles on? Most of the time, we tune out. If you want to keep
your audience’s attention, the best policy is to convey your
message in as few words as possible. So before you speak, ask
yourself: What is the core of my message? What is the bottom
line? What is relevant? How can I communicate this as simply as
possible?
7. Be Open. Be open to the possibility that you do not have a
complete grasp of the problem before it's been stated and/or that
you do not know what the person is going to tell you. It is
important that you understand where the person is really coming
from before you start to help them. Being open also includes being
able to come up with many different ways to look at a problem.
Creatively consider different options, ideas, strategies, and
courses of action.

1.3. Tools for better communication
within your team and with clients

“It is more important to understand how to
choose appropriate communication tools
and which principles to take into account,
than to simply provide samples of tools.”
Susan Andrews


Founder and Principal at Andrews Dispute Resolution

For better communication within a lawyer’s team and between a lawyer
and their clients, lawyers would benefit from following similar practices
to other dispute resolution practitioners: understand the range of the
technology platforms and tools available for their work process. Time
passes very quickly and, accordingly, the technologies we use change
just as quickly. It is important to be able to adapt to change and be able
to choose the right tools for your practice.
15
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Practice management platforms and other digital tools have existed for
quite some time. An important aspect of understanding the range of
both the technology platforms and tools available for better
communication is to think of the process in terms of the primary
functions common to legal professionals. Then, one can intelligently
apply technology and tools to each function of the process, and whether
the practitioner is working solely remotely or as a hybrid of both remote
and in person. 


Security is a significant concern for attorneys during communications in
teams or with clients. Attorneys must protect client confidentiality and
have an ethical duty to be technologically competent. Therefore, when
choosing which technology to use, security should be considered.

“While corporate legal teams and their
outside counsel have a wide selection of
communication tools to choose from, using
those platforms could mean revisiting
existing cybersecurity policies, establishing
new boundaries and remembering to turn
off the computer's microphone.”
Frank Ready


Reporter on the tech desk at ALM Media

A good example of an innovative service for communication is Legal
Karma, which helps to deepen client relationships and manage projects.
The product’s founder Kory Kelly says that   
“Legal Karma is a client-centric portal to set expectations with your
clients. Give your clients the digital experience they expect in 2021. You
can outline the legal process and set expectations. Also, you can create
a customized, white-labeled portal for your firm that sets clear
expectations with your client and empowers them to get you the
information when you need it.”
16
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Messaging tools
Some of the best applications
for secured messaging are:

Signal, Pryvate, WhatsApp,
Telegram

These applications could be appropriate for within team
communications, and communication between lawyer and client.

Videoconferencing tools
With any video conferencing platform, be sure to check what kind of
security the platform offers. In some cases, end-to-end encryption is
only available for paid versions, or it might cover messaging but not
audio and video conferencing.


Despite being one of the most prolific video conferencing platforms,
Zoom has run into privacy issues. For example, Zoom's end-to-end
encryption is available, but only works under certain circumstances and
settings. It is possible that Zoom will fully address these issues as use of
the platform continues to increase. Those concerned with keeping client
information safe on video platforms should do their due diligence before
choosing which platform to use.


As Andrews emphasizes, disclosure, technical support, agreement,
flexibility, and alternatives are all important to and impact digital
communication. The lawyer who includes these considerations in their
process will have better communication within their team and with
clients.

17
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2. Changes In 

Career Growth
“You spend so much time finding great
people, it’s worth it to help them grow 

to be the best they can be.”
Justin Rosenstein

Co-founder, Asana

Previously, remote work seemed unusual and even frightening. However,
in the past two years it has become the new reality for many lawyers.
Employees have become accustomed to working at home, and even
found benefits from this way of working over typical office work. Based
on a survey administered by the Harvard Business School, these benefits
include a higher rate of self-development, acquisition of new skills, and
even improvement in mental health.


Based on the answers of 1500 professionals who worked at home,
remote work did not influence their job performance compared to typical
office settings.

18
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Excelled at Work
98%

kept their jobs while working at home

1 in 3

felt both their overall performance and
quality of work was better than the year prior

1 in 3

were actually able to better focus on work
from home

Courtesy to Harvard Business School

Even better, remote work opened the opportunity for career
development and education.

Found Time for Career Development
35%

read more for professional growth

29%

continued their education

34%

took online courses for career development
- Those under the age of 45 were more likely to
take online courses
- Those who took online courses felt better overall
than they did last year

Courtesy to Harvard Business School
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These survey results were backed by an analysis of one of the biggest
websites for job search in the U.S., glassdoor.com. Glassdoor issued
their annual workplace trends report confirming that employees prefer to
balance work from the office with remote work from home. The survey
results, which was taken by a sample of Glassdoor’s own employees,
calls for a new hybrid approach to work, which is the most comfortable
for professionals to grow in their careers while also being productive. A
report by the Owl Labs found that 16% of global companies lead their
workflow completely remotely, and that there has been a 51% increase in
general growth of remote work over the past 10 years.
Emily Witt, career coach and legal recruiter at Whistler Partners,
commented on how remote work can influence career growth and gave
advice on career development for lawyers:


“Remote work influences career growth by giving us the ability to reflect.
When we think of career growth, we often think of the career we are
currently embarking on but working remotely creates the space for one
to ask, is this the right career for me? Every pivot is a growth
opportunity, so if working from home gives us more time to ruminate on
that, we've indeed bloomed (in my opinion).


Law firms can improve skills of their employees by being proactive about
mentorship opportunities and providing e-learning (whether practice
area workshops, computer training, fitness classes, guided meditation,
etc.). There are so many online resources, so setting up the groundwork
for employees to find them can help in so many ways”.
Apart from the better work-life balance, fewer distractions, and
comfortable work conditions, TECLA studied the impact of remote work
on the financial conditions of employees. The surveyed employees
stated that remote employees save up to $7,000 on transportation, food,
and clothing by working remotely. Another study from Stanford found
that companies actually saved a minimum $2,000 per employee who
moved their work from the office to home. Beyond financial benefits,
63% of employees have professional development benefits working at
home, according to a Forbes survey. Lastly, the Upwork Workforce Pulse
report states that by 2025, 36.2 million Americans will work fully
remotely.
20
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For law firms, the transition to remote work was challenging. Law.com
initiated a project called “Lawyering From Your Living Room” to analyse
how legal companies approached the pandemic and the implications of
the pandemic on workplaces.

Industries that Embrace Remote Work
55%

61%

Transportation +6%

54%

57%

Computer / information system / mathematical +3%

48%

48%

Arts / design / enterteinment / sports / media 0%

39%

47%

Finnce / insurance / real estate +8%

41%

43%

Law or public policy +2%

44%

43%

Community / social services -1%

44%

41%

Science / enginering / architecture -3%

34%

38%

Manufacturing or construction +4%

31%

34%

Healthcare +3%

38%

34%

Education / training / library -4%

26%

30%

Ratail +4%

2012 2016

Courtesy of GoRemotely
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MyCase, a practice management company, analysed answers from 819
legal professionals to see how they incorporated remote work
conditions into their practice. According to the survey, 88% of
respondent firms moved to remote work either entirely or partially and
69% of lawyers think that remote work will have a lasting impact on how
they operate.

2.1. Remote work creates a new kind
of legal practitioner - the T-shaped
lawyer
As professional development and education became easier in the new
remote and digitalised work era, many career areas are in need of a
change. In the legal profession, there has been a great influence by the
book written by professor Elaine Mak - “The T-shaped Lawyer and
Beyond: Rethinking legal professionalism and legal education for
contemporary societies.”

Also commonly referred to as a “2.0 lawyer”
or a “positive-value” lawyer, in short, 

a T-shaped lawyer has deep legal expertise
(represented by the vertical bar of the T)
but also a solid grounding in another
subject (represented by the horizontal 

bar of the T).”
Courtesy of IE Law School Blog

Apart from the expertise in other areas, T-shaped lawyers must improve
their soft skills, like communication, problem-solving, and teamwork.

22
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CS

TECH

TM

EL

Time Management

Effective Leadership

NON TRADITIONAL

Tech & Data

CPS

TRADITIONAL 
SKILLS
Solving Problems 
Communication 
Negotation 
Team Work 
Analytics

Complex 
Problem Solving

EI

Emotional Intelligence 
”People Skills”

IT

Innovative 
Thinking

Cross 

Colaboration

CC

TRADITIONAL

Communication 
Skills

NON TRADITIONAL

Courtesy of IE Law School Blog

A recent LinkedIn article expanded on how T-shaped lawyers are the
future for the law profession and included some of the competences that
clients want to see in legal practitioners, in addition to their expertise in
law:
The ability to effectively use technology to provide efficient and
cost-effective services;
Excellent management and business leadership skills;
The ability to mitigate business risk;
An understanding of the language of business and knowing the
client’s particular business very well;
The ability to manage their own matters;
Diversity;
aving solid government and regulator relationships; and

H

aving strong interpersonal skills.

H

Courtesy of LinkedIn
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In the same article, author Rorisang Mzozoyana, senior legal counsel,
included her advice on how legal practitioners can improve their
expertise while also developing soft skills.
Lawyers who have completed their traditional legal education
should proactively seek to fill relevant gaps in their skills base by
completing online or face-to-face courses in the afore-mentioned
disciplines.
Working in a different department, office, city, or country will also
assist lawyers with their interpersonal skills, diversity exposure,
and understanding of their business.
Courtesy of LinkedIn

In the year following the introduction of the ‘T-shaped lawyer’ by Elaine
Mak, the Council of Higher Education issued a report with
recommendations on how law students can work on their soft skills.
Among these recommendations was the idea that the students should
take classes in other disciplines, such as technology, politics, and
finance, which would enable students to broaden their skill sets. 

In 2020, the National Association of Colleges and Employees (NACE)
studied which soft skills employers seek in candidates who are applying
for a job. In this study, they found that the most sought after skills were
written communication skills, problem solving skills, and the ability to
work in a team.

24
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Soft skills employers seek in the cadidates
82%
Written Communication Skills

80.9%
Problem Solving Skills

78.7%
Ability to Work in a Team

Forbes also conducted their own survey among professionals in the
career development field on the soft skills that are essential to succeed.
Another big website for the job search in the U.S., indeed.com, issued a
comprehesive guide on acquiring soft skills and even adjusting your CV
with the new information that recruiters are looking for.


Research conducted by Harvard University, the Carnegie Foundation and
Stanford Research Center all concluded that 85% of job success comes
from having well‐developed soft and people skills, and only 15% of job
success comes from technical skills and knowledge (hard skills).


Furthermore, the 2019 LinkedIn Global Talent Trends report found that
soft skills are the primary trend transforming the workplace.

25
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The 4 Trends Transforming Your Workplace
Percentage of talent professionals who agree these trends are very important to the future of
recruiting and HR
Soft Skills

91%

Work Flexibility

72%

Anti-Harassment

71%

Pay Transparency

53%

Courtesy of LinkedIn

Finally, Google announced that the most effective teams in the company
include the best collaborators and team members, not the greatest
scientists. To demonstrate the impact soft skills had on the labour
market, you can look through the article of U.S. Department of Labour.

2.2. Statistics: how remote work
influences motivation
Emily Witt commented on the necessity of motivation working remotely:

“If you are going to be successful working remotely, you have to have
motivation. I can see this as early as when I first wake up. I'm a morning
person, and since there isn't a commute, I have made sure to design my
day to take advantage of my most productive hours. Working from home
gives me that flexibility and focus. My life used to be clouded by getting
ready and a subway trip (often with delays) on top of it before I sat down
at my computer. By the time I arrived at the office, I had lost the precious
working hours of my day. Now I get up, journal, meditate and sit down at
my desk before most people set their alarms. I also enjoy the short
breaks that you can take while working from home. For example, a quick
trip to the dry cleaners mid-day can free up my work/life checklist, and I
can go right back to concentration mode”.
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There are many opinions on how remote work influences motivation.
Some people can concentrate better when they are alone, while others
feel that they cannot find a home atmosphere suitable for work.
Scientists at the Metropolia University of Applied Sciences studied how
employees who are working from home determined the impact of remote
work has on their motivation. Among respondents, 74% answered that
remote work had a positive or somewhat positive effect on their
motivation.


There are, of course, those who claim that work from home negatively
impacts their work motivation. The scientists behind this survey asked
respondents to write down some of the areas in their work life or setup
that could increase motivation. Some of the answers included:
Better ergonomics and better work conditions;
Better work-life balance;
Shorter work days or smaller workload; and
Good communication with colleagues and more video meetings.

Self-motivation is also an important quality that the remote workers must
possess. Nathan Sawatzky (Middlesex University) and Roberta Sawatzky
(Okanagan College School of Business) reported the results of their
survey on remote work and found that self-motivation was the second
most important quality for success while working at home. However, this
quality can only be supported if the employee has a suitable work
environment.


Kathleen Hogan, Chief People Officer at Microsoft, made a list of the
essential items that employees need to feel from the employer as a sign
of their support:
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Access to people, techology support &
communication tools

Having supervisor or manager remove barriers
& roadblocks

Fostering strong collaboration with team and
supervisors

Respect & recognition for ideas, input
opinions; being heard
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On-going feedback & encouragement

Emotional & psychological support

Access to learning & development

Clear vision & expectations

Courtesy of Metropolia University of Applied Sciences

Employees of the management consulting firm McKinsey and Company
made a survey to analyse how well companies have reacted to changes
to work conditions post-pandemic. They were surprised to find that the
main factor that has become important to professionals who transitioned
to remote work is clear communication with the company. 


Employees feel safer working for organisations that convey clearer
policies and communicate better with personnel about their changed
work conditions. McKinsey and Company also listed the points in their
company policy that the respondents marked as the most motivating.
Employees are most interested in collaboration, connectivity, training,
and technologies.
Support for company policy, % of respondents who ranked the policy in their Top 5

34
Clear hours for collaboration
and expectations on when to be
online, with flexibility outside of
those hours

29
Robust, standardized, and

integrated virtual-collaboration
tools

26
Regular small team-connectivity

events to facilitate social
cohesion

28

26
Guidelines that allow employees
in the office/on-site to dial-in

during meetings

27
Listening and response strategy
(eg, pulse survey) that provide
insights into what is and isn't

wotking

26
Clear guidelines and norms for
documentation for remote and
in-person employees
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25
Trainings on digital technologies
and tools for remote work (eg,
collaboration tools)

25
Reimbursement policies for
home-office setups for remote
work
Courtesy of McKinsey & Company

Though the results make it clear that direct communication makes
employees feel safer and more motivated while transitioning to remote
work, McKinsey & Company also showed that most of the companies
don’t pay enough attention to the communication.

2.3. Motivation in remote work: how
to understand your team’s emotional
state and support your, team
members
Leading a team of professionals is not an easy task and with the
increasing popularity of remote work, it has become even more difficult.
The latest management practices have concentrated on creating strong
emotional connections between group members that can withstand the
winds of change. The Economist called the book by Vanessa Urch
Druskat and Steven B. Wolff ‘Building the Emotional Intelligence of
Groups’ revolutionary for leadership and teamwork.
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For a long time, emotional Intelligence
has been considered an individual’s
concern, not a team or employer
concern. However, a recent article in the
Harvard Business Review explains that it
is an important part of creating a strong
group. By starting with regulating an
individual's emotions, you can build a
group’s emotional intelligence much
faster and more easily.
Google has conducted research on the
role of leadership in a group’s dynamic
and productivity, and how it can manage
the team’s effectiveness. Projects
Aristotle and Oxygen determined that
teams feel most encouraged to speak up
when they have psychological safety
that their ideas and thoughts will not be
humiliated or disrespected. It is primarily
up to the manager or team leader to
create and encourage this environment
and it is essential when working
remotely. Legal practitioners agree that
team leaders are important to creating
this environment.
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A Model of Team Effectiveness
Better decisions, more
creative solutions, higher
productivity

Participation, cooperation,
collaboration

Trust, identity, efficacy

Group emotional intelligence
Courtesy of HBR
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Emily Witt suggests regular check-ins to understand the team’s mental
health:


“I think check-ins should be mandatory. It's often a challenge to discern
emotional state when not physically around other employees, so Zoom
Meetings semi-regularly carry a lot of weight. The best way to approach
this is to ask, "How are you doing?" and genuinely say it. Working from
home allows us to get closer to our colleagues in ways we never
imagined, particularly during the pandemic. Everyone is overcoming
obstacles, whether living alone and feeling lonely, sharing space with
family members, and juggling childcare. The ability to see one another's
homes allows us to be more open with one another. Embrace that
openness and see it as a way to connect with colleagues on a much
deeper level.


Video Get-togethers and coffee meetings also become very important
for team morale. One of my favorite days was when we had an
impromptu Friday meetup, and we had an outside guest surprise us.
Often working from home can be isolating, so constant reminders that
others are there for support are beneficial”.

Task management app Trello prepared a report for people and
companies moving to remote work. Their main advice for managers
leading remote teams and attempting to create emotional intelligence in
groups is to:
1.

Ask questions, then actively listen.

2.

Practice and promote empathy.

3.

Make decisions based on the company values.

4.

Be vulnerable.

5.

Build a resilient routine.
Trello research
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LinkedIn also conducted research on emotional intelligence (known as
EQ) to show how important it is to success:
EQ is responsible for 58% of professional success, regardless of
job category.
90% of top performers score high on emotional intelligence; just
20% of low performers score high on emotional intelligence.
People with high emotional intelligence earn, on average, $29,000
per year more than those who score low on EQ.
A 40-year study of PhDs at UC Berkeley found that EQ was 400%
more powerful than IQ when predicting who would have success in
their field.
Courtesy of LinkedIn

Given the importance of emotional intelligence to success in the
workplace, it is important to understand its role in effective team
management.
The European Business Review provided a list of effective methods for
team management, which include addressing team well-being:
1. Regularly Check-in on Your Team

2. Communicate Accountability
3. Develop Your Employees’ Skills
4. Inspire Your Team
5. Build Relationships
6. Coach Your Staff
7. Acknowledge Accomplishments
8. Quickly Manage Conflict
9. Lead by Example
32
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Adding to this list, FutureLearn highlights the importance of setting
reasonable goals, taking breaks together, focusing on wellbeing, and
being inclusive. 


Another article from Forbes also advises to regularly ask about the
remote workers’ wellbeing, provide them with the equipment necessary
to be successful, and encourage their sense of belonging. These
findings are also by research from Harvard Business Review that also
adds an option to provide several communication methods to employees.


Cassiopeia conducted internal research among its employees that
revealed that 66% of respondents feel lonely and unengaged during
remote work. In response, the company created a tool, called their
Cassiopeia report, that helps employees to see how well they engage in
communication in comparison to their colleagues.


In general, there are many ways to support motivation for remote
workers. The main thing is to develop the right support system.
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3. Hybrid Work Models
For Legal Professionals
In A Post-Covid World
Today, the new “norm” looks a bit different. As businesses head into the
coming year, workforces must contend with the fact that they were
primarily operating remotely, and now will take on the new norm which is
some form of hybrid working.

73% of Industries want to have hybrid
remote working options by 2028.
Hybrid working typically includes employees working remotely for two or
three days at a time and then heading into the office for the remainder of
the work week. Hybrid designs help capitalize on personal preferences
while still providing employees with the opportunity to get social
interaction with their co-workers that simply can't be achieved with a
virtual meeting. As it stands, 63% of high revenue growth companies are
already using a hybrid work model.

Recent studies indicate that 48% of
employees want to continue 

to work remotely.
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3.1. Keeping Costs Low with the
Hybrid Work Model
Recent data from the Remote Work and Compensation Pulse Survey
found that businesses can keep costs low using a hybrid work model if
they plan accordingly, doing away with unnecessary duplication of larger
devices like computers. Instead of investing in a set of computers that
remain in the office and unused most of the time, and a set of private
laptops for employees to work from home, businesses can keep their
costs low by eliminating some of the office computers and only providing
enough for the number of employees who are in the office 2 or 3 days
per week, or requiring employees to bring the company laptop with them
when they go to and from working remotely and working in the office.

The number of remote workers over the
last fourteen years has increased 173%.
The additional benefit of a hybrid work model is that having fewer
employees in the office can open companies to a world of savings when
it comes to rent. Companies can lease less space or lease out what
space they aren’t using. Tangentially, companies that keep office
computers and offices open but don't use them can rent those individual
spaces out to freelancers or other smaller companies looking for
additional work space.
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3.2. Overcoming Burnout
Hybrid work solutions as the new norm help to alleviate burnout and
concurrently increase productivity. Studies have found that, on average,
employers in the US lose 1.8 trillion dollars each year due to a lack of
productivity brought about by health issues or distractions at work.
Hybrid solutions can provide employees the opportunity to work when
they are most focused, most dedicated, and still get the job done.


However, there still could be problems with overcoming burnout in
working remotely. We asked #NonBoringLawyer and always inspirational
hard worker Flo Nicolas for advice: 


“You have to step away from the computer and give yourself a break. I
highly recommend:
having a daily schedule that has a dedicated start and finish time;
and in between you should be taking the time to stretch and eat
and drink;
when you finish make sure you walk away from the computer for the
rest of the day (you should really shut off your work emails, phone
calls, after you shut down);
give yourself the opportunity to rest for the remainder of the day so
you can start fresh for the next day;
do not work non stop through the day.”
We got another good recommendation from Kory Kelly, founder and CEO
at the Legal Karma:


“One of the most impactful ways I fight digital fatigue is by committing to
an analog task once a day during the workday. It should be something
you look forward to. For me, no matter how busy I am, I always take 1hour to exercise during the workday, every day. Often a one-mile run,
followed by some weights and stretching at my home gym.”
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For example, due to the success of small trials, many European countries
such as Iceland and Spain, are implementing nationwide trials to convert
the 5 day workweek to 4 days, while also utilizing hybrid working
structures. Providing people with an extra day off and remote work
opportunities allows individuals to do home-related tasks in the middle
of the afternoon in between two work periods, rather than trying to get it
all done on a busy Saturday. It also gives families the opportunity to take
more breaks if they are feeling down or unmotivated, work from home
when the first signs of a cold or sore throat are present without having to
put the office at risk, and find time for their families, all while ensuring
that the work gets done. Results have shown a positive response in
productivity and cost savings for the companies involved.


In fact, 61% of business owners have noted that telecommuting and
hybrid options have increased their company’s profits. Moreover, 83% of
entrepreneurs have noted increased productivity using flexible hours. Of
the many individuals utilizing the hybrid work model, 30% would
otherwise be commuting to the workplace and are able to accomplish
more in a limited amount of time.

3.3. A Legal Case Study: 

Hanson Bridgett
Hanson Bridgett, located on Market Street in San Francisco, was dealing
with a lease problem: they had 3 floors of their building at a cost of $1.6
million per floor per year. Due to budget constraints, they were trying to
find a way to give up one of those floors.

18 percent of global employees already
work remotely full-time.
The result?
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A trial, as it were, which represented a cross-section of firm including
new associates, members of individual practices, and senior partners
who opted to:
Share offices with other lawyers;
Rotate their work time between at the office and remote;
And in the case of many, work mainly from home and use a hotellike reservation system when they needed a desk in the office.
The goal was to use the cost savings from the reduced office costs to
attract and retain new associates so that they could become a more
competitive firm. 


After a 6 month Stage 1 trial the firm discovered that productivity rose
significantly, in large part thanks to the alleviation of commuting hours.
Billable hours went up and so, too, did the firm’s profits.

44% of employees in a recent study prefer
some form of hybrid working where they
can be at home and in the office.
Stage 2 then commenced. All employees were asked which version of
the above options they wanted to try. With more people working from
home, investments were made in improved laptops and VPN’s for athome workers. All work was digitized and moved to the cloud. Regular in
person meetings were held to maintain the culture of the firm and ensure
there was transparency across tasks, so that no one failed to pull their
weight.
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3.4. Lessons Learned from
Implementing a Hybrid Work Model
Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the trial conducted by Hanson
Bridgett was that this began in January 2018, so by the time the
pandemic hit, the pilot already provided the law firm with the lessons
they needed to utilize a hybrid work model for legal professionals post
Covid. Their findings included:
1. Always prioritize the office’s culture. It can be a big change for
employees to transition to a part-time remote or fully remote work
center, and it's also easy for those working at home to feel left out
or for those working in an office to believe that their counterparts
aren't pulling their weight. It is important for there to be activities
or meetings for in-person interaction to erase suspicions that not
everyone is doing what they should, to build trust, and to make
sure everyone feels connected.
2. Invest significantly in IT. Planning for necessary technology
solutions should not be an area where you cut corners. People
working at home need the equipment to safely and effectively
conduct business.
3. Be flexible with the hybrid arrangement you create. Some people
may at first scoff at the idea of not having their own desk or
office, as they are accustomed to their own place where they can
put things and feel comfortable. Others may find it a difficult
transition to work from home without being able to just pop their
head into the office of a nearby associate to ask questions. Still
there will be others who will absolutely love it and never want to
go back to the office. It is important for law firms to be cognizant
of the fact that employees’ views toward different forms of hybrid
work can change with time and experimentation and flexibility is
necessary.
Overall, investing in hybrid work solutions is the way of the future and
brings many benefits as long as companies are willing to plan
accordingly.
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1. Tools For Personal
Productivity And
Integrated Systems
Moving the work remotely is a challenge not only for companies but for
individuals. Many people have to face the self-organization that some
might find difficult. Though there are positives to working from home,
there are plenty of distractions that affect productivity. Once again,
technology comes to aid employees struggling with maintaining
productivity.



Navin Mahavijiyan, globally experienced leader in the legal operations
and legal services community, commented on why the technical tools
are important for the lawyers and what they can help with:



“Ultimately (outside of just ROI/money), technology can accelerate the
activity of lawyers, allowing them to be more responsive to their clients.
The automation of tasks like document generation, email notifications,
etc. removes low value and less engaging work (a very common
complaint) from the lawyers’ plates letting them focus on more engaging
work and spending time with clients or growing their practice. 



Finally, a common impact is that using technology allows lawyers to
derive a lot of data around how the lawyers are working, this allows them
to plan effectively and assess the value of work being done (e.g., should
we stop doing this kind of work, should this task be outsourced to a
lower cost service provider). Also, while not technically saving money,
the adoption of e-billing and matter management systems makes it
easier for lawyers/firms to get paid without having to manually submit
and build invoices from manually tracked hours/matters.”
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Technological tools have proven helpful in managing tasks while working
from home. Fourteen industry leaders from Forbes Technology Council
shared their favorite tools for productivity. Among them are:

Any.do that helps with task organization;
Basecamp for project management;
LastPass for password management.

The tools can cover almost every sphere of work that will help to keep it
on track or make it easier.



Oxford College of Marketing recommends Evernote to keep notes about
important tasks, Grammarly for light proofreading and grammar
checking, and White Monkey to eliminate distractions. 



One of the popular systems for project management, Trello, created a
guide on how people can use the management tools to execute their
plans and reach goals. The authors say that once you have a goal in
mind, you need to create a mission or purpose statement behind the goal
you’ve set. 



The popular sales concept 80/20 states that 80 percent of your sales
come from 20 percent of customers, and the same concept applies to
self-management. 20 percent of your tasks will have the biggest impact.
That is why task setting with will and motivation can lead to the biggest
success and productivity boost.



Microsoft undertook even more detailed analysis of productivity. The
company created a service that helps analyse how well people use
productivity tools. MyAnalytics gives insights on how the person’s
activities affect wellbeing and focus and advice and training to help
improve productivity. The same website has workplace analytics.



In 2019, the software comparison site GetApp conducted a survey that
showed that 97 percent of project managers use more than one tool in
their work. With increasing popularity of remote work, Forbes released a
list of applications that are most useful for the employees who started
working from home. Habit List, Evernote, Airtable, and Zoom are among
them.
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1.1. How tech solutions help
businesses and entrepreneurs save
money
Personal productivity isn’t the only sphere where technology can help
the employee. For many companies, efficiency is saving time, and time
saves money. Nothing makes work more efficient than technology. Terri
Williams, the author of an article for Verizon states that office building
optimization saves more than $80,000 for the company. 



The consulting company McKinsey surveyed five businesses to
investigate how digitalization transformed its working process.

Data is providing the fuel to power better
and faster decisions. High-performing
organizations are three times more likely
than others to say their data and analytics
initiatives have contributed at least 

20 percent to EBIT (from 2016-19).
Courtesy of McKinsey

There are ways for companies to embrace digitalization:

Reinvent themselves;
Go “all in” into digital innovation;
Make data-driven decisions;
Follow the customers’ mindset.
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The legal sphere also undertook digital transformation in the past few
years. The first noticeable change happened when due to the pandemic
all the business communication went online. The survey made by the
Diversity and Flexibility Alliance found that 64.7 percent of law firms
allow their lawyers to telecommute. Most of the business meetings were
easier to lead through the phone or video conference, without delaying
any work due to quarantine. 



In 2017, Harvard Law School made the lives of law students and legal
practitioners altogether easier by moving 39,796 volumes of American
case law online.

1.2. How to choose the right
productivity solution for your
practice?
With the abundance of diverse tools for personal productivity, it might be
hard to choose one that will perfectly suit the needs of your specific
occupation. For example, if you work in law, you need to pay more
attention to time management and meeting arrangements, but if you are
in medicine, you will hardly need the tool for these purposes.



We asked some legal practitioners to share their methods of choosing
the right tools. Navin Mahavijiyan, globally experienced leader in the
legal operations and legal services community, gave his answer and
shared advice for colleagues:



Lawyers need to think about the problem they are trying to solve when
acquiring technology. A very transactional/document-heavy firm
(including in-house teams) can greatly benefit from a matter
management or workflow tool that can automate common tasks and
document generation. Almost all legal practices can greatly manage from
a DMS system that they can use to easily store and manage all manner
of data/document types. Lawyers that spend most of their time on
contracts should look to use a Contract Lifecycle Management tool to
automate and help them negotiate contracts more efficiently.
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Tobyn Sowden of the Forbes Technology Council advises that creating
the right productivity routine is to think first about what you want to
accomplish with these tools. For instance, if your goal is to have constant
communication with colleagues in a separate professional space, there is
a perfect tool, Slack. Though if you need to have all the details of
previous conversations on hand all the time, this is not the right tool for
you.



Legal technology thinker, speaker, and writer Colin S. Levy backed this
opinion up:

“Before even looking at a tool, they need 

to have a holistic view of their existing
processes. They need to understand how
they complete tasks and where the pain
points in their existing processes are. They
need to understand why the pain points are
pain points. They also need to understand
what roles specific individuals play in those
processes and why they play those roles.”

Tech Tools
Legal information portal Lawyerist.com produced a guide for people who
are looking for a way to find their perfect productivity tool. The four
steps it mentions are:

1.

Focus on the problem you are trying to solve.

2.

Don’t forget about the tool’s longevity. Try to find the one that will
be in use for three to five years at least. Ask yourself, “Will it help
me with my future projects?”
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Narrow down your search to a few applicable variants. Some of
the features you might want to consider:
Security protocols (encryption, standards, audits);
Mobile access (smartphone apps, mobile web interface);
Design, interface, and ease of use so we can get buy-in from
our team;
The vendor’s demonstrated commitment to on-going
development;
The likelihood of the vendor’s longevity and support;
Ease of transitioning in or out of the software (import/
export);
Full initial cost and likely future cost (setup, consulting,
training, additional users);
Ability

to add additional features (APIs, third-party

integrations, paid up-sells).
4.

Try the applications’ demo versions and choose between the
finalists.

Levy

gave another set of useful

“When

questions

for choosing tools:



looking at a tool, once it is time to do so, the key criteria a lawyer

should use to evaluate such a tool include:
Does this tool provide the functionality needed to solve the
problem you are trying to solve?
How

will this tool fit into your existing set of tech tools?

Will

it

integrate with your existing tech tools?
What

is the learning curve?

on using the tool?
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What is the implementation process? What is needed for the tool to
work? How much time will it take? What kind of support will the
vendor provide? Is there an additional cost for implementation
support?”

From all the above we can say that it’s essential to take into account the
unique requirements of your lawyers, clients, and firm as a whole. While
each component of your company makes a significant contribution, the
needs can differ significantly. When you gain a better understanding of
your company’s particular requirements and wants, you can make the
best technology adjustments for the organization as a whole. Give some
thought to:

Lawyers’ Needs. Your firm’s attorneys rely on their ability to
communicate effectively with clients, prioritize projects and
caseloads, and accurately track time and bill. It’s critical to take
notes and be productive both in and out of the office.
Client Needs. How does your legal firm’s attorney-client
relationship work? It’s critical that your clients believe they can
contact your staff on a regular basis, get expected results, and get
timely and accurate information about their cases.
Company Needs. To adequately meet its needs, your law practice
as a whole needs an organized and productive infrastructure.
Secure file storage, financial and accounting support, and easy
collaboration among team members all contribute to your
company’s success and growth.

Productivity System
In addition to technical applications, it is equally important for
productivity to have its own system of work organization. You need to
understand when you are most active, how long it takes to complete all
tasks, and how this is reflected in your time management.
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Choosing the right productivity system cannot be easy and many
businesses and experts have noticed that they do not work the same for
everybody. Innovation editor of Harvard Business Review Christine Liu
tested a number of popular productivity tools to find the differences
between them: the classic Pomodoro Technique and two online
platforms, Caveday and Focusmate. 



The most popular productivity method now is the one that blends with
the generation and is called GTD, Getting Things Done.

“GTD is a popular time management
strategy because of how simple it is to
implement and how powerful it can be in
practice. Even if you aren’t aware of it, your
brain is constantly “on” in the background,
shuffling and rearranging your upcoming
to-dos to make sure nothing falls through
the cracks. Whenever you introduce a new
task to the mix, your brain needs to think
through everything you have on the docket
and reprioritize your work relative 

to this new task.”
Courtesy of Asana

So, how to choose your own technique for being effective? Any.do
provided a detailed structure for the people who are unsure which
productivity method is right for them.
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How to choose the right productivity method for you?

Personality

Function

Environment

What type of person are

How will you be using this

Does your natural day-to-

you?

method?

day settings support the
productivity method?

Procrastinator? High

What for?

energy?
Naturally organized?

Courtesy of Any.do

After choosing the right productivity system, the choice of tools and
applications comes much easier. We have looked through the popular
tools among lawyers to give you a broad collection to choose from for a
start.

1.3. B

est samples of tools

R

eviewing contracts and managing meetings are only two of the many

tasks lawyers have to deal with daily.

T

heir to-do lists are much longer,

’

and they can hardly manage without technology s help. We have
gathered the tools and systems that can be handy with legal

’

practitioners everyday tasks.
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The tech tools help lawyers in many ways, according to Navin
Mahavijiyan:



“The use of technology can help in three core ways:
1.

Automating the more administrative aspects of legal work, e.g.,
generating initial drafts of contracts, sending reminders to clients/
counterparties, automatically tracking legal matters/tasks and
providing reporting for time spent, volumes, etc.

2.

Augmenting more complex legal work, e.g., artificial intelligencebased redlining of contract documents or automated application
of billing policies to law firm invoices (though this is typically
applied on the client side, but law firms should be familiar with ebilling); and

3.

Document management systems (DMS). This is a critical factor for
almost all law firms as file, email communication retention matter
greatly, these allow for effective filing, saving from other tools like
Outlook/Word and elaborate document tagging to make searching
significantly more effective than your typical G-Drive/OneDrive
solution, and accessible to the lawyer and other members of the
firm from anywhere.”
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Legal Research
Legal portal Lawyerist collected the list of tools that can be used
specifically by law firms. Some of the applications the portal
recommends for legal research:

Fastcase is a research tool powered by artificial intelligence that
helps look for information in many available sources for case
preparation. As mentioned on the company website, “The Fastcase
library includes primary law (case law and statutes), legal blogs,
law review articles, briefs, pleadings, expert witness databases,
analytics, and secondary treatises. It includes 129 treatises from
Aspen and CCH and over 100 titles from James Publishing, as well
as 79 labor and employment treatises from Littler. Through
Fastcase’s new imprint, Full Court Press, it has about 30 titles in
production. Fastcase also provides access to law review articles
through its partnership with HeinOnline.”

Courtesy of Fastcase

The tool provides a free trial if you are unsure whether it will be
helpful for your work or not.
Casetext helps lawyers enhance their research process. When you
give the application a specific fact-pattern, it uses artificial
intelligence to look for the relevant laws, statutes, and regulations.
Harvard Law School recommends using the National Law Library that
offers for many states 50 years of case law coverage, state statutes,
constitutions and other materials.
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Legal Analytics
After conducting the research, the process of legal analytics begins.
This stage can also be made easier with the help of tools.

Premonition is the litigation database that helps lawyers to predict
the development of the case and the likelihood of winning. The
company states that its “predictive analytics are consulted by
decision-makers at Fortune 500 companies, global law firms,
leading academic institutions and nonprofits that improve the lives
of millions in the developing world.”



The software also provides such features as scanning claims to
know the case type and judge, predicting possible risks and
outcomes. The advantages of this tool is the information coverage
since it has one of the largest databases in the U.S.
Brainspace is the global analytics platform that has a complex of
features to help with legal research. The advantage of the software
is the convenient data visualization apart from the analytics of
possible risks during case development.
BRYTER is a tool that helps automate your workflow and makes
everyday tasks more organized. Legal technology thinker, speaker
and writer Colin S. Levy recommends the tool as one that gives a
lot of assistance in his job organization.

Preparing and analysing contracts is the routine of the legal profession.
Even though with time you learn how to do it faster, these processes are
still time-consuming and boring. Here, technology comes to help once
again. Some services can scan contracts for you, give feedback on the
possible mistakes, point out the uneven prices, and so on. The algorithm
often sees more than a human’s eyes, which is why lawyers appreciate
the help of tools.
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Contract Drafting And Management
Some of the contract drafting and management tools that can make a
routine more bearable:

LinkSquares. For legal teams needing to move their business
forward faster, LinkSquares provides a contracting platform for
writing better contracts, analyzing what’s in existing contracts, and
working better with their team. It differs from other tools on the
market with its powerful AI insights, speed to providing tangible
results, and ability to help the entire company collaborate better.
Zola Suite is the perfect contract management tool for law firms,
but it is not available to solo practitioners. Among the features the
application provides are contact checking, task management,
emailing clients, and synchronization with colleagues. If you are
working in a company that often has to have open access to the
information, it will be extremely useful to have a tool that will
synchronize your actions.
A tool for editing and analysing legal documents, Loio has a
number of features that help to manage contract drafting more
easily.

Courtesy of Loio

This analysing tool helps with numerous tasks that legal
practitioners go through every day: reviewing contracts and
highlighting any variabilities, pointing out possible mistakes, and
suggesting edits.
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Josef is a legal automation service trusted by many law firms in the
U.S. It takes on client communication, data analysis, and document
drafting all at once, so if you’d like to have a minimum number of
tools for continuous flow, it might be a great choice.
Some legal practitioners trust Coparse with their documentation,
and Levy is among them. The tool will catch critical errors and
highlight the ones that might require attention. Also, it can do
document summaries if you require some.

Time-Management Tools

The contract drafting, emails, meetings, and other managerial work is
way easier with time-management tools:

Woodpecker is a tool that will connect your channels of
communication into one. With the service, it’s easier to track
emails, manage all tasks, look for social media accounts, and
create campaigns.
Since legal practitioners in the U.S. set their prices by hours, they
need to have reliable tools for time tracking. RescueTime is one of
the services that will make this process easier. The tool helps in
tracking meetings, setting time for the tasks, and making sure that
all your tasks are complete. Here, technology is a savings when it
comes to busy schedules and a load of meetings.
Xakia is seriously simple software for in-house legal teams – a
‘Legal Hub’ for connected and impactful teams of any size or
industry, located anywhere. Xakia removes the pain of
spreadsheets to manage workloads, deadlines, and reporting,
centralizing information into a single interface and facilitates
collaboration with internal clients. Xakia was built with a pure focus
on in-house legal and is used by corporate legal teams across five
continents.
Clio

Manage is a tool specifically created for lawyers, which is why

it helps with almost every step related to contracts, cases, and
court appearances. Levy also relies on Clio in his work. If you like
the features on this website, Clio allows trying all in the demo
version.
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If you find the previous tool inconvenient, you might pay attention
to My Hours. The service creates analytics and weekly reports on
the time you give to the specified tasks, and, also, it allows you to
work in teams, which is essential to law firms.

Here is the list of tools that Navin Mahavijiyan finds helpful in his
practice:

Mithratech TAP for matter management and workflow;
Checkbox for matter management and workflow;
highQ for matter management and CLM;
Evisort for CLM;
Malbek for CLM;
NetDocuments for DMS;
SimpleLegal for ebilling.
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Also, we asked Colin Levy about his favorite legal tech tools. He
emphasized that there are so many tools, and the ones listed below are
just some of the many great ones that exist in the market today:

Clio;
BRYTER;
Josef;
CoParse;
Documate;
Woodpecker;

As you can see, many everyday tasks may become easier and more
doable if you reach out for technological help. As it is, if nothing more,
these programs help people manage their work and be more productive.
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2. How Do Lawyers
Implement
Technology Tools?
“The US is arguably the most advanced
market in terms of legal technology
adoption and most legal functions are now
comfortable with using Cloud solutions.”
Deloitte’s Report


“What’s your problem? Legal Technology. Legal Management Consulting”

The COVID-19 pandemic became a turning point in the use of legal
technology. Law firms and legal departments have looked to address the
challenges of remote work and changes in professional procedures as a
result of the pandemic. The ‘new normal’ has demanded lawyers to
change what they require of their apps and procedures, but has also
forced them to address long-standing problems in their implementation
of legal tech.

Contract automation has quickly
progressed from a curiosity

to a commodity.
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For in-house legal teams, the landscape has shifted. As noted by
Nayeem Syed, Assistant General Counsel, Global Technology, Refinitiv, in
the article ‘Tech adoption challenges in corporate legal departments,’
new technology offerings are encouraging legal teams to generate better
results. While there is strong appreciation of the importance and benefits
of legal tech, barriers to adoption in-house still remain. In fact, Syed
notes that “for many organisations, adopting new legal technologies is
perplexing.” However, with planning, buy-in, and training, the key
benefits will be cost-savings, time-savings, and reduced risk.

Factors Law Firms Consider When Vetting Outside
Legal Tech
Compatibility with tech already being used

75%

Attorney requests

75%

Costs in comparison to potential time saving

74%

Support staff requests

63%

What competitors are using

58%

Compliance with privacy laws and regulations

50%

Offering of most stable legal tech companies

50%

Client requests

50%

No specific vetting process

12%

Data analytics show efficiencies needed

12%
7%

Other

Courtesy of Loio
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46% of Technology Leaders were very
prepared to support clients remotely 

when the pandemic began, compared 

to just 20% of Transitioning and 

8% of Trailing organizations.
Courtesy of The 2021 Wolters Kluwer Future Ready Lawyer Survey

As summarized by the The 2021 Wolters Kluwer Future Ready Lawyer
Survey, there are many different ways to implement tech solutions for
lawyers, including developing their own legal technology solutions inhouse, hiring a technology specialist or team, or partnering with a legal
technology setup. Overall, 88% of legal organizations have undertaken at
least one technology advancement initiatives and business services
firms are the most likely to have done so.
Technology Advancement Initiatives
Overall, 88% of legal organizations have undertaken at least one of these techology advancement initiatives.
Business services firms are most likely to have done so.

Developed own legal
technology solutions in-house

Created a formal innovation
initiative

ired a technology specialist/
team

Set up a technology 

incubator

42%
41%
39%

88% Overall
83% Law Firms

H

33%
36%
40%

91% Legal Departments
96% Business Services Firms

artnered with a legal
technology startup
P

31%
31%
34%

stablished a legal
opperations function
E

33%
34%
39%

Courtesy of The 2021 Wolters Kluwer Future Ready Lawyer Survey
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Technology Investment
63% of law firms expect their
technology investment will
increase over the next three
years, up from 60% in 2020.
63%

29%

Courtesy of The 2021 Wolters Kluwer Future Ready Lawyer Survey

Beyond an organisation’s own needs amid of the pandemic, clients
expect more than firms can typically deliver. The 2021 Wolters Kluwer
Future Ready Lawyer Survey found that compared to 2020, in 2021 the
importance of technology for clients surged with highest gains for
technology that drives productivity/efficiency (up 8 points) and
organisations that use technology to deliver the best service possible
(up 7 points).

Technology
Uses technology to
deliver best service
possible
Able to help us with legal
technology selection /
implementation
Uses technology to give
productivity / efficiency

78%

2021 Important

30%

2021 Describes
Very well

71%
76%
28%
74%
76%
28%
68%
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Through digital transformation, corporate legal leaders seek to achieve
higher value work and increased efficiency by:
lessening time spent on lower-value tasks, allowing teams to focus
on high-value-added missions;
streamlining organic productivity of an increasingly remote
workforce;
driving organisational efficiency and productivity; and
enabling better risk assessment and mitigation through IT/data
analytics.
In-house legal departments are far more focused on collaboration and
the technology tools that facilitate collaboration than their outside
counsel counterparts. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a 305%
surge in demand for in-house counsel, compared to a 43% increase for
outside counsel.

2.1. Challenges to technology use
and possible solutions
Lawyers may require assistance in comprehending how technology could
be used in the legal profession. In legal work, there is a lot of creativity,
intuition, and serendipity that cannot be automated, and lawyers are
trained to undertake customised work. However, in the ‘new normal’, all
lawyers need technology to be as efficient as the market demands.
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“The toothpaste is out of the tube, and no
one should even bother to try to squeeze it
back in. With regard to tech adoption, there
is no going back.”
Robert Ambrogi


has been covering legal technology and the web for more than 20 years, primarily through his blog
LawSitesBlog.com and now also his podcast LawNext.com

Part of the process of adopting technology involves identifying possible
challenges. We asked legal tech experts to identify the main problems:
Change management remains a challenge. Tech firms and their
legal departments are well aware that good software is frequently
overlooked if it adds extra steps to consumers' workflows.
However, according to Microsoft assistant general counsel of legal,
business, operations, and strategy, Jason Barnwell, some legal
tech developers have not changed their capabilities to make
change management easier.
“With a legal practice within companies or law firms, 

most attorneys are scrambling on the delivery for the latest timecritical project. So, it actually takes some planning to decide 

which processes are important to improve the overall function 

of the legal practice. Incorporating new technology always 

requires some upfront planning.


From the legal tech perspective, this naturally inhibits the
implementation of legal tech. As vendors, we need to investigate
methods to increase tech adoption. The goal is to go from 

the point of zero adoption to a point where you have an educated
user that understands the value of your solution and trained 

on how to be best use it productively.”
Jim Chiang


CEO and Founder at My Legal Einstein
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Looking for APIs. Clients and vendors in the legal technology
industry have remarked that the industry is still behind in the ability
to deliver application programming interfaces (APIs) that connect
different platforms. This basic issue slows down software uptake,
especially among those who are already hesitant to change.
“You need to consider future interoperability for the legal tech you
implement. A legal department may be short sighted if they bring in
a technology that solves one issue but may ignore how it fits and
communicates with tools they already have. 

Automating how tools speak to each other through API’s or other
means can be very effective and efficient across fragmented
departments and systems.”
Rian Kennedy


Legal Technology Specialist at Congruity360

Locating advanced artificial intelligence. While legal tech
marketing frequently uses terms like "artificial intelligence" and
other buzzwords, advanced AI is unlikely to have powered much of
the legal tech advancements in recent years, according to Connie
Brenton, NetApp's chief of staff and senior director of legal
operations. However, she asserts that cutting-edge AI has finally
made its way into the legal field. Brenton stated, “AI has been
around longer than it has operated in the legal space.” She has
observed, however, that automatic redlining in contract
management software and other AI-powered features had
improved dramatically over the last year.
“It becomes a very distinct competitive advantage to be able to
demonstrate the latest technology. AI, by itself, is a technology,
just like cloud computing. 


Legal tech vendors who can successfully demonstrate the
application of AI technology to positively offer productivity gains to
legal functions have a competitive advantage. With law firms
constantly under pressure to provide more value per billable hour,
using applications enabled with AI is a natural next step, effectively
enabling them to provide higher quality services, at the same or
improved revenue model as before.”
Jim Chiang

CEO and Founder at My Legal Einstein
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Customization is required, yet difficult to accomplish.
Customization is an option when legal technology is unable to fulfill
company-specific requirements. It is, however, difficult to manage,
according to Maureen Harms, associate general counsel at 3M, a
scientific and technology firm.

In Harms' experience, legal tech claims can fall short and fail to
match the individual demands of various legal departments,
necessitating extensive modification. However, she highlights that
modification “takes a long time to do and, in the end, you've lost
the benefits of the platform, and you've created a difficult tool to
maintain for both us, [the user], and the legal tech [company]”.


For example, Memme Odonuewe of Evisort shared his experience:


“During the implementation of a new CLM tool, the biggest first
issue is the fact that, basically, to have a successful
implementation, you want your new contract management tool to
have all your contracts, and all the data about your contracts. And
those two things are the two hardest things. The first thing is
centralizing all your contracts, making sure that all the different
silos where your different teams store your contracts are in one
spot. You want this new system to have all your contracts so you
can have full visibility into your contracting and have it drive your
business and answer questions with certainty. This will ensure that
you're understanding everything and nothing is being left out.”
There are three considerations when deciding how to implement new
technology:
the organization's actual total cost (including opportunity cost),
the desirable organizational objectives (not only for the legal
department), and
the risk tolerance of adoption, including timing, uncertainty, and
the ability to mitigate risk.
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Rian Kennedy, legal technology evangelist, says that one of the biggest
advancements is collaborating with other departments.


“If you're implementing a legal tech tool, you of course have to have IT
involved in your processes. And so it is important to provision those
resources and understand their schedule... We were working with one
client who was pretty close to going IPO. Their IT department didn't have
time to try and implement a new tool. They were just being tasked with
so many other priorities during that time. We had sold it to the legal
department, but they didn't have the allotted IT resources they needed
to implement it. It really wasn't much, we needed five hours... and they
said we don't have time right now, we're in the middle of other things. 

So it is important to make sure that you provision IT resources for
implementing a legal tech tool.”

When deciding which in-house legal solutions could benefit from
technology assistance, legal teams should consider which types of work
they currently do and which parts of the underlying processes are most
suitable for technology enhancement or automation or where to
experiment with alternative technology-assisted support models.

“Implementation costs themselves may not
be straightforward, as any technology is
likely to impact people and processes
directly within Legal and potentially have 

a ripple effect on other functions.”
Deloitte’s Report


“What’s your problem? Legal Technology. Legal Management Consulting”
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Legal tech evangelist and Managing Partner of DASH.law Larry
Bridgesmith shared his view on the most common challenges during the
implementation of tech solutions and their possible solutions:


“A. The greatest obstacle to lawyer adoption of technology is the
software application itself. Lawyers are, by nature and training, extremely
urgent in demeanor and personality. Taking the time to understand how
to use new technology is extremely low on a lawyer’s list of priorities.
Before purchasing a legal technology and expecting lawyers to use it, be
certain that they will want to do so. This means that legaltech first needs
to be demoed, tested, and evaluated by lawyers in view of the cost vs.
benefit of adoption. Unless the benefits to be derived exceed the
burdens of learning and changing processes for the lawyer, the best
technology will be ignored.


B. This also means that the need for new technology must be explored
before the search for the right software begins. Managing change in a
lawyer’s behavior is a challenging task. Exploring needs must precede
finding solutions. Process changes in a lawyer’s professional routine will
be best accomplished when the lawyer understands the “what’s in it for
me” equation. If existing systems and procedures are not working well
for the firm or its clients, lawyers may be unaware, or ma welcome a
change in their practice methods. Managing change requires exploring,
listening, and educating lawyers (and anyone) on the reasons why
change is needed and how it will benefit all involved.”

2.2. The need for tool integration
We live in an instant access and on-demand world of information
sharing. The global pandemic in 2020 accelerated the necessity of
remote working and remote team collaboration. Work teams have begun
to explore and utilise remote work platforms in place of daily meetings
common in the agile workplace. Amid remote work, online tools were
needed to provide visibility to team members about the status of
ongoing projects and the accountability necessary to ensure that tasks
are completed on time and on budget. To provide enterprises with
transparency and predictive insights into the process of work, AI projects
targeted the digital transformation of organisational data.
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As the face-to-face, on-site world of work transformed into one of
remote working, virtual meetings and advanced data analytics became a
daily requirement, and legal project management (LPM) teams were
forced to quickly adopt the tools and techniques of online data sharing
and virtual collaboration.


A key feature of useful technology is its ability to “work well with others.”
This is a primary reason business tools like Microsoft’s Office Suite and
Google Drive are so popular with users. The “interoperability” with which
they exchange data and work with and through each other to serve
related purposes is a time saver and an assurance of quality control. A
platform approach to tech delivery centralizes access to multiple tools
and creates a dashboard from which a user can easily access files,
documents, presentations, or spreadsheets in a similar format that can
then be shared with others and serve as a collaboration tool.

“Legal technology will become more useful
if it promotes data exchange and file
access from a single sign on. 


The functionality of DASH.law has been
designed to achieve these goals for 

the legal industry.”
Larry Bridgesmith


Managing Partner of DASH.law and co-founder of the Program on Law & Innovation at Vanderbilt Law School
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There are also companies that try to build everything, and have
everything under one user experience. Rian Kennedy discussed this
approach:


“And that's great if you can, but a lot of times, what you find is that
maybe they're really good at one area. Maybe they're really good at the
contract, or legal management. But they're not great with the discovery
side of things, So what I find is that it may be best to have the best of
breed technology, for the most part, but with hooks into how they fit
together in your whole ecosystem. If there are two parts of the system
that are from one company, that's probably better if they're some of 

the best products out there. But don't feel like you have to get all of 

their modules or products if they have other ones, that may not be up 

to par with what you already have... and then they may not be able to
communicate with each other.”

The Gartner Hype Cycle is an annual in-depth analysis of technology
trends and their potential to impact the industries they serve. In this
report, legal technologies are analysed in terms of their present ability to
impact the legal industry. For developing technology applications, hype
usually precedes practicality in terms of consumer usefulness, therefore
it is important to assess how they are being used and their applicability.
The Gartner organisation assessed the state of legal tech applications in
2020.
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While many legal technology applications have yet to fulfil their promise,
Gartner identifies four emerging trends which began to meet the

needs of the legal industry in 2020:
Enterprise legal management: various integrated legaltech
applications chosen to strategically meet the needs of the
business;
Subject rights requests: user agreements which approve data
usage;
Predictive analytics: AI applications that use business data to
anticipate risks and opportunities; and
Robotic process automation: a control dashboard for which scripts
can be written to automate routine, repetitive, rule-based, and/or
predictable tasks.
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1. Flat Structure 

In Legal Teams: 

Is It Possible?
Most law firms are hierarchical. In most cases, this causes bureaucracy
inside the company processes and management, as well as lack of
communication and transparency. Luckily, some law companies have
transitioned to ‘flatness’ in terms of business organization. Very few of
them were brave enough to implement a holacracy, the brand-new
method of structuring and running an organization that replaces
conventional management. 


Gartner’s recent Reimagine HR research suggests that companies who
reduce layers connect with employees and see higher proportions of
highly engaged employees (60% vs. an average of 40%). Some law firms
have already implemented the flatter approach to managing workers,
such as Cooley, DWF, and Axon Partners. Founded in 2016 by nine
partners, Axon was looking toward a horizontal management structure.
They knew little about holacracy, but after reading the book Holacracy:
The Revolutionary Management System by Brian Robertson, they
decided to try their luck in this approach.


Larry Bridgesmith, Managing Partner of DASH.law, told us that in his
experience in the US law firm environment, “flat” legal teams and
organizations are the norm.
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“Most legal matters are managed by a
single supervising attorney. The teams are
often unique to the matter and only as large
as is necessary. This requires optimal
staffing and efficient matter management.
Few law firms routinely handle matters
large enough to require stable or constant
many-layered teams of legal professionals.

Of course, that would be different in
corporate legal departments, which tend to
be highly specialized, and tasks can be
dedicated to specific members of the legal
department staff. This can be a more
hierarchical environment and less
susceptible to flat matter management.”
Larry Bridgesmith


Managing Partner of DASH.law and co-founder of the Program on Law & Innovation at Vanderbilt Law School

Yana Bakalenko, the COO of Axon Partners, shares her memories. We
wanted to create a firm that would reimagine legal services in the light of
communication with the client and workflow management. Our clients
are IT firms. We wanted to speak their language without black ties.”
Actually, many firms that approach holacracy are driven by the idea of
transparent and equal communication where the client’s personality
comes first (with no tie as a barrier).
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1.1. People and relationships,
recruiting.
Axon actively marketed its approach, and it became visible to many
young lawyers who were looking for internship opportunities. “Our firm
was easily found in Google as the one who implemented holacracy in its
processes. Many freshers have already known that we were different
from classic law firms,” Yana says. “Interns were impressed by the fact
that they were given keys to the office. Newcomers are not forced by
holacracy. They can start from being a host/moderator at the planning
meeting.”


The Holacracy framework is built around circles and dynamic roles where
everyone can take responsibility and contribute to a particular process.
However, if a person took responsibility for something and then didn’t
proceed with it, the lead-link (a role being the driver of the sub-Circle at
the Super-Circle) just deletes his role or places another person in this
role.

Top 3 facts Yana dislikes
about hierarchy:
Bureaucracy and complicated processes. Long
process of approvals.
Subordination and difficult communication. This
often means fear and lack of transparency.
Subordination and difficult communication. This
often means fear and lack of transparency.
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1.2. Processes on flat-structure for
problem-solving
For most companies, it is still difficult to adhere to any management
structure with zero losses. The good thing is that you may think critically
about the necessity of implementing particular processes and decide
whether you need them in your organization. Axon Partners still has a
formal hierarchy on the client side. This helps ensure quality and
consistent results for the customer. While it is still far from the classic
hierarchy, it’s more about structuring lawyers’ roles as junior or senior.


Bakalenko explains, “In internal processes, we completely implemented a
holacracy. We started with the list of functions we have inside the
company and dynamic roles (for instance, Climate controller or the host
of the office). We use GlassFrog, a tool to create a clear holacracy
structure and manage roles.’

1.3. Client side of holacracy
According to the Axon process, a new client inquiry drops into the circle
of product owners (product owner is equal to a partner in a classical law
firm). Typically, they discuss and appoint a team that will start to work
with this client at the beginning of the week. The product owner
describes the process to make it clear for the client, as well as a number
of changes that can be made in a given package.

“Quality standard is limited to the Product
Owners circle — they control how
everything is going with the projects. 

All the atypical situations will be managed
in this circle as well”
Yana Bakalenko


COO at Axon Partners
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When choosing between holacracy and hierarchy, there are always a
number of challenges . The best way to decide if either structure suits
your needs is to think through the goal you are trying to achieve. Also,
people can be main advocates or blockers on the way, so make sure that
your team is on board.
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2. Client-Centered
Approach In 

Legal Practice
The idea that client-centered law firms are more successful is not a new
one. Forward-thinking lawyers have been taking this approach for years.
However, as LAWYER emphasizes

“It's now more important than ever that law
firms that want to stay competitive 

take a client-centered approach.”
Client-centered lawyering offers techniques that motivate client
participation. This was first adopted in legal clinics. In earlier times, the
clients delegated the work to the lawyers and completely trusted them
with their cases. The clients did not have much active involvement in the
case. Therefore, client-centered legal management is aimed to create an
interactive dynamic space that facilitates developing mutual trust and
respect between the client and the lawyer.

“Solving client problems and offering
solutions for problems that they can’t
foresee, not just offering what the legal
service provider has done for other clients.”
Lucy Bassli


Legal Operations Consultant and Legal Innovation Advisor
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So that they can create legal

How can we simplify the

work product that is usable,

processes by which you can

useful, and engaging?

How do we increase the
Design Skills of Legal

A

Professionals?

People?

So they can solve deeper
needs -- both functional &

How can we make Law
ccessible for

N

get a legal task
accomplished?

ormal

How can we increase trust &

experiential -- of their users?

engagement of normal people
in the legal system?

How can we communicate
legal information in ways that
people can understand & act
upon, so they protect their

What problems can

own interests?

we tackle with Legal
How can we create a

Design?

How can we recharge

Culture of

Legal Service

Experimentation in legal

Professionals with

organization?

renewed purpose &
energy?

That allows for risk-taking & failure, and that
prioritizes human-centered initiatives?

How can we better
educate & empower
Young Legal Graduates?

With new skills & path that increase their job
satisfaction, work output, & business
opportunities?

Who want to develop a legal career & who have
ambition to solve problem in innovative ways?
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To take a design approach, one of the key
shifts for lawyers is to embrace new
mindsets. The approach brings fresh lenses
with which to see our work, our challenges,
and our resources. The mindsets of a
designer diverge from those of a traditional
lawyer. Adopting these new perspectives
can be painful but revelatory for those
interested in improving the legal system.”
“

argaret Haagan


M

uthor of Law by design, Director of the Legal Design Lab

A

Here are some mindsets you need to follow when implementing legal
design principles:
Build to Think

Center Your Work Around Your Users

Once you start to try to create a rough version
of your great idea, you think it through & can
test it out too.

Know who you are working for, & make their
needs and goals your lodestar for decision
making.

Selectively Pause Feasibility

Embrace Constraints

Think wildy about what might be possible,
disregarding constraints + practicalities

Set limits on your time, & on your work targets,
to come up with more grounded solutions more
efficiently

Take a Beginner’s Mindset

Be Visual

Be open-minded, native, curious - question
your assumptions

et your ideas sketched out, to make them
clearer, & engaging
G

Work With Interdisciplinary Teams

Everything is a Prototype

i ing diverse mindsets, ways of solving
problems & skillsets

Bias towards creating rough, non-precious
versions of your concepts, then be ready to
scrap & change them

M x
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Going through a design process can lead you from an idea to a strong,
vetted, grounded concept of what product you should build. It’s the first
cycle of actions to take to figure out what you should be building, how to
make it great for your target users, and how to scale it.
1. Discover

2. Synthesize

What is the landscape? Understand the
challenge’s situation & the stakeholders.

What is your mission? Define & map the users
and problem statement you’ll be designing for.

3. Build

4. Test

What ideas may work? Generate possible
solutions for the problem, and prototype them.

Are the ideas worthwhile? Test promising
prototypes with your users & in live situations.

5. Evolve
How to move forward? Process the feedback,
edit your prototypes, & vet them.

2.1. Transparency in communication
with clients
The client-centered approach improves the lawyer’s understanding of
the clients’ experiences, emotions, and perspectives, which enables
adding more pertinent material in building a case. This holistic method
puts the client in the center of decision-making. It also ensures the
likelihood of success and attracts prospective referrals for the firm. It
also helps to develop the personal relationship between the client and
the lawyer.

“What steps a lawyer needs to take to be
client-oriented? Listen, listen, listen. 

Work with the client to really understand
their pain points, and together design
solutions. Be creative and open to doing
things differently.”
Lucy Bassli


Legal Operations Consultant and Legal Innovation Advisor
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This relationship requires transparency in communication, when your
client understands the situation with his/her case, all risks, and possible
solutions. Direct communication with the client prevents confusion when
dealing with legal matters. It helps in facilitating the information to
transfer between the client and the lawyer in a crystal-clear way without
any ambiguity. Besides, the lawyer can understand the client’s unstated
feelings and vaguely expressed emotions only through clear
communication. Above all, the lawyers can provide adequately
articulated advice by being empathetic. They can also elicit accurate
timelines and information through properly framed questions with the
help of direct communication.

2.2. How to sell your clients value, not
just your hours

“Design Mindsets are the lenses that we
wear to be more creative, user-centered, 

and agile.”
Margaret Haagan


Author of Law by design, Director of the Legal Design Lab

You must sever the link between the number of hours you work and the
amount of money you earn. To accomplish this, you will need to alter
your focus from selling time to selling value. Put less emphasis on the
time that a job takes for you to complete, and place more on the value
that your customer will receive.


When your law firm makes a decision, evaluates a new tool, or tries a
new process, do you think about how it will impact your clients and their
experience? Thinking of your clients first in all decisions is the first
critical step towards running a more client-centered practice.

It is important to innovate and make changes in your practice, but each
time you do, ask yourself, “what will this mean for my client?”
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Better yet, look at each of your existing processes, tools, and setups,
and assess how these impact the client experience. Do you send
multiple forms to clients when you could be sending a single form? Are
your intake forms easy to understand, and do they ask for only relevant
information? How quickly do you respond to client requests?

Wherever you see a gap, look for an opportunity to improve the
experience clients have with your firm. As we can see in Understanding
The Legal Consumer: A Journey Map, by Martindale-Avvo, this journey
map visually tells the story of what a person experiences while using a
product or solving a problem, providing context and establishing
empathy with the client.


There is difference between selling your hours and value:
Value

When you sell value, you focus your clients on what they really
want: results, more sales, more profit, more visibility and
recognition, lower costs, and more ease.
Time

On the other hand, when you sell your time, you focus your client
on what they dislike: spending money, evaluating your
performance, and worrying about whether they are being taken
advantage of.

When selling value, you must first determine the value you provide to
your customer. You should also concentrate on how you can supply your
customer with even more value and how to express this value to them.
This is how you will get hired for follow-up work and continue your
relationship.


You will feel the influence of changing from a time-based pricing
structure to a value-based pricing structure right away. It will become
more enjoyable to do business. You will now have the authority to raise
prices. You will work with clients who do not require persuasion. You
won’t have to justify what you're selling.
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What kind of value do you bring to the table?


You cannot sell value to your customers if you do not know what value
you deliver, what benefits you provide your customers, and what sets
you apart from your competition. If you do not know what value you
bring to the table, you are forced to sell your time.

The first step is to determine the value or benefits you bring to your
clients. But how do you do it? How can you find out? The solution is
straightforward. Call your customers and ask, "Why do you do business
with me instead of someone else?".
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Lawrina
Lawrina is a legal portal that provides free access to U.S. law 

and builds a community around lawyers. 


With an aim to make legal information in the U.S. more accessible 

for legal practitioners and easier to comprehend to the general public,
Lawrina sets up a goal to create compelling content through 

technology & innovation prism.


Lawrina’s mission is to improve legal practices in the changing world.
This mission influences how the portal approaches its content 

and what it believes is important to present.


Innovation in the sphere of law is not only about technology. It is also
about the experience, practices, and communication lawyers should
adhere to when cooperating with clients. It is about legal systems
designed for both end-users and legal practitioners, changing the
Experience of Law itself. 
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